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all come under review and are seen from an angle that few other journalists of 
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and ather Far Eastern nations. · 
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THE "BOMB VERSUS BATTLESHIP" CONTROVERSY: 
A FRENCH COMMENTARY ON A MUCH-DISCUSSED PROBLEM 
OF GREAT INTEREST 
Translated and Abridged from an Article in "L'Illustration" 
by RAYMOND LESTONNAT ship may be hit. This simultaneous attack 
An aeroplane has two weapons, the tor- by numerous machines is, however, difficult. 
pedo and the bomb. It can use them either In diving flight, the attack has the follow-
in diving or horizontal flight. In horizontal ing advantages: (1) it requires no period 
flight, the aircraft approaches at a high of preparation; (2) the assailant can thus 
altitude of, say, 3000 to 5000 metres, and attack from a shorter distance; (3) the 
meanwhile calculates the factors necessary time taken for the bomb to fall is shorter, 
for releasing its bomb-altitude, its own so that the ship has no time to manceuvre. 
velocity, wind velocity, and the speed of This kind of attack therefore appears par-
the target. With modern range-finders and ticularly dangerous for ships, but it is dif-
trained crews, bombing in horizontal flight ficult to carry out accurately. As the at-
yields excellent results, which may achieve tacks must be made from a low altitude 
30 per cent. of hits on a target the size of anti-aircraft guns are a very serious men: 
a large ship. ace. Attack by torpedo-carrying aircraft 
For bombing in a diving flight, the air· necessitates the assailant approaching the 
craft arrives vertically above the target, neighbourhood of the target at an altitude 
dives towards it, and releases its bomb at of only 20 to 30 metres. Here the aircraft 
an altitude between 1000 and 500 metres. encounters torpedo-boats acting as flank 
To attack with a torpedo, the aircraft must guard to large ships, and these by intense 
launch it at a low altitude, about 20 metres, 
to avoid smashing the torpedo as it falls 
into the water. Once immersed, the tor-
pedo starts at a speed of about 45 knots. 
To reach the ship, it must be released at a 
short distance of between 1500 and 2000 
metres. 
The defence of ships against aerial at-
tacks comprises: (1) active defence by 
means of anti-aircraft guns and counter· 
attack by aircraft; (2) rapid manceuvring 
to evade attacks; (3) protection against 
shells. The importance of active defence 
is considerable, for the attacking aircraft 
are exposed to serious risks when they ap-
proach within a short distance, and the last 
phase . of the attack is extremely danger-
ous. Ships can manceuvre effectively to 
foil attacks by aircraft, provided they sight 
them soon enough. In large ships, where 
anti-aircraft defence is well organised, such 
assailants are always sighted, in average 
weather, at a distance of more than 10 
kilometres away. 
It is thus relatively feasible to avoid 
attack by an aeroplane in horizontal flight. 
Its preliminary operations occupy sufficient 
time, varying from 20 to 50 seconds, to 
enable a threatened ship to get out of 
danger. The time the bombs take to fall 
is 23·8 seconds from an altitude of 3000 
metres, and 32 seconds from 5000 metres. 
During this time, a large modern ship can 
steam 100 inetres astern, and 150 metres 
to port or starboard of the position at 
which the bombs are aimed. This manceu-
vre is only effective when the attack is 
made by a small number of aircraft; obvi-
ously, if they are in sufficient numbers to 
rain down bombs over a large area, the 
L----.--------------------~ 
gunfire may prevent it launching its tor-
pedo. If the torpedo is launched, its speed 
in the water is not such as to prevent the 
ship manceuvring to avoid it. 
On the whole, aerial attacks are not 
more dangerous to a large ship than gun-
fireand torpedoes from submarines. Never-
theless, the possibility of some bombs 
reaching their mark must_ be considered, 
and consequently large sh1ps must be so 
constructed as to be able to defend them-
selves. 
Immediately after the war numerous ex-
periments, carried out in various countries 
for studying the effects of bombs on war-
ships, showed that the armoured ship built 
before 1914 could not resist an aerial bomb. 
The study of the problem was therefore 
resumed. It has not led to entirely new 
departures, but has served to show once 
again that the Emile Bertin system·* of 
protection is still the best, subject to the 
u~per and lower armoured decks being 
remforced. The requisite thicknesses for 
the decks are determined by the Jacob de 
Marre formula,t having regard to the 
weight and shape of the shell and its velo-
city at the moment of impact. These thick-
Price 3 sen Pub! ished by the Hokuseido Nishikicho. Kanda, Tokyo 
nesses are as follows: to withstand a bomb 
weighing 250 kilos - former type, 79 mm., 
new type, 101 mm.; against a bomb of 500 
kilos-101 mm. and 129 mm.; 1000 kilos-
129 mm. and 166 mm.; 1500 kilos-149 mm. 
and 192 mm. The weight of bombs is 
limited in practice to about 750 kilos, be-
cause, to have a chance of attaining its ob· 
jective, the aircraft must carry several 
bombs, and, to pierce a thick steel plate, 
these bombs have to be designed as pene-
trative shells made of special metal and 
fitted with a cap. In the present stage of 
metallurgical knowledge, shells cannot be 
made above certain dimensions without 
losing their quality, and, in consequence, 
their penetrating power. 
In short, the system of protecting battle-
ships to-day is, generally speaking, the 
same as before the war; i.e., a protected 
area, comprising an upper armoured deck 
and a lower armoured deck, reinforced to 
resist aircraft bombs, and an armour-belt 
for protection against gunfire. If a· bomb 
pierces the upper armoured deck, it is not 
necessarily fafal to the ship. In fact, a 
bomb which has pierced the thick upper 
armouring explodes a short distance below 
it. On the other hand, if it does not ex· 
plode, it is considerably checked. 
Submarine explosions which threaten 
warships originate from torpedoes or 
mines. In both cases, the explosive charge 
is the same, being about 300 kilos at pres-
ent. The protective devices adopted differ 
in various ships and countries, but they are 
all based on the same principles: (1) to 
explode the charge as far from the ship as 
possible; (2) to sacrifice the outer compart-
ments of the hull, and limit the damage 
inside by providing strong bulkheads and 
empty compartments or compartments fill-
ed with coal or liquid; (3) to provide inside 
the ship a very strong protective bulkhead 
acting as a barrier to protect the vital parts 
of the ship against the entry of water. 
At the present time, there is no formula 
for protective devices against submarine 
"~" M. Lestonnat has explained that, as it was 
fo?-nd impossible to _make ships' armour plating 
thick enough to resist penetration by sheBs a 
system of interior compartments, to localise 1:he 
destructive effects of an explosion, was invented 
by Emile Bertin, a French Engineer-General. 
The system comprises (1 ) an armour-belt; (2) an 
upper armoured deck, definite ly above the water-
line; (3) a lower armoured deck. slightly above 
the water-line in the centre, and joined at its 
edges to the armour-belt. 
t In a previous passage M. Lestonnat writes; 
•• Experience has provided a formula (the Jacob 
de Marre Formula) which gives, bY calculation, 
the maximum thickness of armour plating which 
a she11 can pierce, in relation to its weight and 
velocity on impact. For exatnple, the thicknesses 
of armour plating requisite to ensure protection 
against a 340-mw... shell at various ranges are: 
At a range of 4000 metres, a thickness of 502 
rnm. ; at 6000 rn., 435 mm. ; at 8000 rn., 376 rnm. ; 
at 10,000 rn., 327 rnm. ; at 12,000 m., 283 mm., ; at 
14,000 rn., 246 mrn. " 
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explosions, such as that which exists for 
armour plating. In the absence of such a 
formula it is necessary to experiment with 
models. Experiments carried out both in 
France and abroad since 1895 have, how· 
ever, made it possible to lay down a few 
general principles. (1) The effect of the 
explosion is more violent the deeper the 
charge is submerged-a result of tamping; 
(2 ) no reasonable thickness, even equal to 
that of an armour-bel t, would resist a con· 
tact explosion; (3) the safety bulkhead 
must therefore be at a considerable distance 
from the hull - the greater the distance, the 
less thick it need be, (4) any bulkhead 
smashed by an explosion constitutes a 
serious danger to the next bulkhead in· 
wards; (5) a layer of coal or liquid is an 
effective protection against the effects of 
explosions; (6) even if the safety bulkhead 
resists, its points of attachment are subject 
to enormous stresses, which may entail I 
leakages; it is therefore advisable to pro-
vide a thin water-tight bulkhead behind it. 
the whole of its available space to the sole 
necessity of keeping afloat in all weathers; 
the large ship can devote part of its space 
to its equipment, this space increasing with 
higher tonnage. The reason of this is a 
matter of geometrical law. The volume of 
a solid and its surface does not varv in the 
same proportions, but one as the cube and 
the other as the square of the same linear 
dimension. Now the space available on 
board is obviously closely connected with 
the bulk of the ship; and the same thing 
applies to the displacement. 
Jobless Rise Causes Worry 
Therefore the 800,000 increase in unem· 
ployment in the last three months has 
created some anxiety. 
Briefly, the devices to be employed com· 
prise the hull, one or more safety bulk· 
heads, one or more thicknesses of coal, 
fuel, oil, or water, protecting the bulkheads 
against explosions, and a watertight bulk· 
head inside. Consequently, the ship must 
be broad in the beam, and its inside com· 
partments-engine ·rooms, boiler· rooms, 
and so on-narrow. The result is that only 
ships of great displacement can be effec· 
tively protected against submarine explo· 
sions. 
As everything in naval construction is a 
question of weight, a battleship cannot 
carry heavy guns, heavy armour, numer· 
ous water-tight bulkheads, heavy engines, 
hundreds of tons of fuel, ammunition and 
stores, and house a large crew unless it is 
of heavy tonnage. The small ship devotes 
Ships of large displacement are alone 
capabl e of standing up to heavy fire from 
big guns, aircraft and submarines, without 
being mortally damaged, and their offensive 
power makes them formidable for assail· 
ants to approach. None of the battleships 
at present in commission represents per· 
fection, but the type of fighting ship, like 
all works of human invention, is constantly 
evolving. To-day an armoured ship, to· 
morrow it will, perhaps, be something quite 
different, capable of diving and of carrying 
out manceuvres which for the moment we 
cannot foresee; but there will always be a 
fighting ship, and that alone counts in the 
constitution of a Navy. 
Wehrwirtschaft 
* * 
* * 
Now Governs Reich 
By OTTO D. TOLISCHUS 
The National Socialists, who have cloth· 
cd Nazi aims in an entirely new vocabulary 
t.hat is often intranslatable and therefore 
·just as often escapes foreign notice and 
understanding, have invented a new word 
to conjure within the Third Reich. It is 
Wehrwirtschaft, which comes from Wehr· 
macht or armt<d force and which with some 
poetic license may be translated as "mili· 
tary economy." 
W ehrwirtschaft represents the economic 
pendant to totalitarian war. It demands 
the subordination of the nation's business 
to military and strategic requirements even 
in times of peace so that in case of war it 
may. supply the nation with the "iron 
ration " necessary to continue and win the 
war despite blockades and international 
sanctions. 
It already dominates Germany's entire 
economic policy and is the great common 
denominator of all rival economic theories, 
for on its absolute necessity all Germans 
are agreed. 
Affects All Reich's Policies 
W ehrwirtschaft vitally affects all foreign 
and domestic policies. In the field of for· 
eign policy it envisages supplementing 
domestic food and raw materials with re-
serves from neighboring countries. 
It therefore aims, first, to create such 
reserves through trade agreements design-
ed to stimulate the production in neighbor-
ing countries of those products that Ger-
many needs, and, second, to assure access 
to these reserves in case of emergency. 
The economic name of such a policy is 
"Grossraumwirtschaft" or regional econo-
my, in which connection the Baltic States, 
Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia and Rumania 
play a large role in German calculations. 
In the field of domestic policy Wehrwirt-
schaft comprises everything from financing 
the military machine, creating Erstaz [sub-
stitute] industries and increasing domestic 
food supplies to keeping the workers happy 
with cheap vacation trips, but fundamen-
tally, of course, it involves the problem of 
squaring military requirements with eco-
nomic necessities, of keeping the nation's 
business going at all costs and preventing 
an economic breakdown. 
It is by no means caused by a slowing up 
of German armament, as the guileless as· 
sume, for in the iron and metal industries 
unemployment is still nearly 25 per cent 
below a year ago. Rather it is due to the 
fact that for the first time since 1929 the 
consumption goods industries are lagging 
behind the capital and investment goods 
industries to which armaments belong. 
This is in part the result of the decline 
in foreign trade and the consequent short· 
age of raw materials resulting from Nazi 
policies, which the Nazis represent and 
many Germans begin to accept as neces-
sary for national discipline, but a large 
cause is the cost of re-armament, which is 
straining government finance and credit 
and consuming such a large part of the 
national income that it is beginning to 
reduce the purchasing power of the masses 
and even the profits of industry itself. 
The growing economic stringency plus 
the public reappearance of the unemploy-
ment specter has caused much popular 
unrest and has precipitated much specula· 
tion regarding the future which has be· 
come part of the much-noted controversy 
between the exponents of capitalism and 
socialism, in which Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, 
Economic Minister and president of the 
Reichsbank, has seemed to be the spokes-
man of the first and Chancellor Adolf Hitler 
of the second. 
Regime Has Many Voices 
But it is the secret of the success of the 
present regime that it speaks with many 
voices and the significance of the contro· 
versy must not be overestimated. Both 
Schacht's capitalism and Hitler's socialism 
find synthesis in W ehrwirtschaft, which . 
drafts and directs both capital and labor 
according to its needs. 
Economically speaking, therefore, Wehr· 
wirtschaft is regimented and controlled 
economy t;mder the slogan "The common 
good before self-interest." . In its capitalistic 
aspect it is supposed to leave to the cap· 
italist enough to stimulate his initiative, 
but it also limits his profits, forces him to 
subscribe to government loans and compels 
him to make dubious investments in mili· 
tarily. important enterprises. 
In its socialistic aspect it promises the 
laborer the right to work, even if at low 
wages, and for the rest seeks to compensate 
him with social welfare aid, honors paid to 
his calling and low-priced entertainment 
for his leisure. 
At any rate W ehrwirtschaft has thus far 
been successful in creating a vast military 
machine and keeping down unemployment. 
Now, however, that machine is beginning 
to approach completion at a forced pace 
and with a future dem<ind of li ttle more 
than normal for replacements it will be 
necessary to find new tasks to keep labor 
employed. 
That task has already been defined by 
National Socialist spokesmen in setting the 
aim for the new " battle of labor" and its 
name is rationalization. Rationalization 
means the improvement of an industrial 
plant itself in order to make it more effi· 
cient with the announced aim of lowering 
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YOU AND IONS 
HARLAN T. STETSON 
Have you ever asked yourself why some 
days you feel ambitious, energetic and glad 
to be alive, while other days lassitude, dis-
couragement and inefficiency result in spite 
of all your efforts? Maybe you blamed it 
on the weather. And perhaps the air real-
ly was to blame. 
Scientists have long known that every 
foot of air we breathe contains electrified 
particles-positively or negatively charged 
ions which are carried by dust, droplets of 
water, or pollen. But we are only now 
beginning to sense the importance of these 
electrical ions in biology. For only recent-
ly has it been possible to control the 
electrical state of the air in the laboratory. 
Artificially, ions may be produced by elect-
ric sparks in the air, by X-rays and by 
radium emanations. Even an open flame 
in a fireplace ionizes air. And with suit-
able apparatus one may extract either the 
positive or negative charges and thereby 
control the kind of ions that remain within 
an inclosed room, as experiments in the 
General Electric Laboratories have shown. 
At the University of Frankfurt in Ger-
many, Professor Dessauer has found that 
when patients were exposed to positively 
electrified ions, feelings of fatigue, dizzi-
ness and headache resulted. As the posi-
tive ions were removed and new ions 
created with negative charges of electricity, 
fatigue and headache gave way to exhilara-
tion. 
Tests made on the blood pressure of 
patients brought to light the astonishing 
fact that positive ions tend to increase the 
blood pressure and produce general dis-
comfort, and that negative ions lower blood 
pressure and give a feeling of comfort and 
relaxation. The inhalation of negative ions 
at frequent intervals over a period of weeks 
resulted in a generally improved condition 
in the case of 80 percent of high-blood-
pressure patients. 
You have heard rheumatic folk comment 
on the approaching change in weather? 
Is there any scientific basis for such a pre-
diction? Professor Dessauer has found 
that persons generally subject to rheuma-
tism reported increased pains, swelling of 
joints and a slight temperature when 
breathing in artificially ionized air. With 
production costs and prices in the hope of 
increasing both domestic consumption and 
exports, thus providing new work and 
incidentally adding to Germany's war 
potentialities. 
Industry's Attitude 
No doubt German industry has been 
most reluctant to make replacements and 
improvements ever since the depression 
began, but it was so because it did not 
trust the permanence of the armament 
boom and because all capital resources 
were preempted by the government. 
The Nazis insist that labor creates capi-
tal, but Dr. Schacht insists tha~ capital is 
necessary to create work. Just now the 
new rationalization impulse is to be creat-
ed and how the necessary capital is to be 
provided is still a National Socialist secret. 
The New York Times ,January 19, 1936 
the coming of a storm, an area of low 
barometric pressure is approaching, and a 
falling barometer is accompanied by a 
withdrawal of air hidden in the soil. Air 
coming up through the soil has been found 
to be ionized with positive ions. Maybe this, 
then, is what produces the physiological 
changes in rheumatic patients with the 
approach of a storm. 
Is the change in atmospheric ions the 
cause of the robin's rain song and the 
behavior of various animals just before a 
change in the weather? Nobody knows. 
But may be here is a new and fascinating 
field for investigation. Apparently any-
thing that changes the ionization of the air 
we breathe may produce physiological 
changes. We shall probably find soon that 
it is quite as important to measure the 
ions in the air every day as to record tem-
perature and barometric pressure. 
The air contains big ions and little ions, 
and at the Carnegie Institution at Washing-
ton it has been discovered that the number 
of large ions increases after sunset, where-
as the number of small ions increases dur-
ing the early morning hours. Perhaps here 
is a difference in the quality of day and 
night air of greater importance than humi-
dity. Here again may be a reason for 
some differences in the physiological reac-
tion of day and night air on persons afflict-
ed with respiratory troubles. 
It has recently been reported that hay-
fever patients who have shown marked 
improvement living in air-conditioned 
houses suffer a relapse with the passing of 
a thunderstorm. Coughing, sneezing, and 
other symptoms all appear again. Know-
ing, as we now do, that heavy ionizations 
of the atmosphere accompany thunder-
storms, we may discover that it is the ac-
cumulation of ions penetrating even the 
air-conditioned houses that again irritates 
the nose and throat membranes of hay-
fever patients. 
When we move into our air-conditioned 
houses of the future, the inside weather 
will be under control; our air will not only 
be filtered and dried or moistened, but it 
may well be supplied with the requisite 
number of positive and negative ions re-
commended by a doctor's prescription for 
our peculiar temperamental requirements. 
" Smell Society " Formed 
By English Group 
A Smell society has recently been form-
ed in England with the avowed purpose of 
making the nation smell-conscious. Its 
leaders realize that the movement may 
provoke ridicule at first, but they are de" 
termined to carry on. Not only will they 
combat the obnoxious smells that civiliza-
tion has created but they will seek to de· 
velop an appreciation of pleasant smells. 
Controversy, it is hoped, will be aroused 
as to what may properly be labeled a good 
or bad odor. One member of the society 
challenges the world with a defense of rail-
wav station smells that, for him, are pack-
ed with "thrilling associations of the com-
ing and going of friends." 
A JOURNEY IN HIDDEN ASIA 
Prince of Dzun's Caravan 
THREE MONTHS FROM PEKING 
Mr. Fleming and his companion, Mlle. Ella Maillart, now leave the confines 
of China with camels and a Chinese guide and, joining a princely caravan; march 
along the shore of the Koko Nor Lake. 
III 
By PETER FLEMING 
On the first two days out of Tangar we 
did short stages through the barren and 
forbidding hills in a bitter wind and inter-
mittent snow. The second of them brought 
us to a lamasery ; Christian missionary 
posters owed their prominent position on 
its panelled walls to their decorative, not 
to their ideological, value. With the young 
head lama I exchanged my red pony (red, 
for Tibetans, is a lucky colour in a horse) 
for a still smaller but more spirited black 
one. Horse-coping apart, the chief topic 
of conversation was the imminent arrival 
of the Panchen Lama, who was expected 
from Mongolia on his way to Lhasa, and 
whose camels were already accumulating 
at Kumbum. In return for their hospitali-
ty we presented the monks with a photo-
graph of the late Dalai Lama; the far-
sighted Maillart had nought a number. of 
these in Sining. · 
On the last day of March we sighted 15 
or more drab cones, the tents of the main 
caravan. Its 250 camelS" belonged to the 
Prince of Dzun, one of the four Mongol 
hoshuns, or tribes, in the Tsaidam area. 
We were invited to take tea and tsamba 
in the Prince's tent, where, squatting on 
dirty felts among his lares and penates, we 
exchanged fumbling courtesies through Li 
(who spoke excellent Mongol), and pre-
sented his Highness with a second-hand 
telescope and a ceremonial scarf. The 
Prince was an effective young man in a 
scarlet robe, catlike in gait, autocratie but 
unceremonious in manner ; he received us 
kindly. 
The Prince's Escort 
For the next fortnight the routine of life 
varied but little. Camp was broken before 
dawn. In the chill and silent desolation 
250 camels, in strings of anything from 
four to 10, were loaded and moved off. 
Stamping their feet, the escort gulped a 
few last bowls of tea over the ashes of our 
fires before mounting their horses to rejoin 
the slow, winding column. Most of the 
Prince's beasts, after bringing his tribute 
and his produce to Sining, had been hired 
to Chinese Moslem merchants, now on 
their way to trade all through the summer 
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in his territory; flour, tea, an~ cloth were I w~s .~.~~ -c;1ie;y. :o the rook-rifle nnd the I The End of The World 
therr staple wares. . : mtdrcme chest; 111 general we were treated, On April 10 we came to a kind of little 
The file of camels, nearly a m rle long, • as a rather obscure k111d of joke, whrch I . , 
was flanked by li ttle groups of fur-clad 1 sur ted our purpose well enough. Few, If pass at the end of a valle~ which 'A as de-
horsemen. All-Chinese or J\!longols-wore 1 any, of them had seen white men before, corated With festoons of jaw and shoulder 
Tibetan dress; all were armed. Most car- and I was always addressed as "Pastor," a bones, mostly of sheep and hares. Prayer-
ried slung across their backs an ancient respectful term which some of them had flags fluttered in the wind. A string of 
musket, beyond whose muzzle protruded heard 111 connexion With mrssronanes; small yak and camel caravans, carrying 
the forked rest which is considered indis- Mmllart, whose natrve Swrtzerlancl was not Tibetans with their aoocls and tents was 
pensable in Central Asia; almost every one on their map, was known as the "French coming up by another"' road from the ;outh, 
wore in addition a clumsy Tibetan broad- person." a road whose ultimate terminus was Lhasa. 
sword. Herds of Wild Asses Huge shells and heavy embossed orna-
The Koko Nor district is the home of the ments of silver decorated the long plaits of 
Tanguts, a fierce and predatory Tibetan In the first week in April the Prince of hair which hung clown the women's backs. 
tribe; at night all the loads were stored Dzun's caravan crossed the mountains Our own caravan contmuecl a little south 
inside the tents, whose occupants slept south of the Koko Nor Lake, skirted a of west, leavrng the mo~nt~rns for the 
with a rifle ready to their hands, while a m;:;rshy, salt-caked plain, and began to dunes wh1ch fnn~e t~e 1 sardam .marsh. 
watchm;:~n went the rounds of the camp in work its way clown through the hills into On entenng the fsarclam the Pnnce of 
the frosty darkness, uttering from time to the eastern extremity of the Tsaidam. It Dzun quickened the pace of hi~ caravan. 
time a terrifying ululation. But the Tanguts was during this stage of the journey that .. . \Ve were now m Dzun tern tory, and 
seldom attacked a larue party and we our- we saw our first wild asses. These animals the caravan had already begun to break 
selves did not taketh~ bandit'menace very - known to Tibet and Ladakh as kyang, to up. On the next clay, Aprill2, the squat, 
seriously. the Turkis of Sinkiang as kulan, to China fort-like outline of a lamasery broke the 
(always charmingly vague about natural monotony of an empty horizon. This was 
A Frozen Lake history) as ·' wrld horses," and to science as Dzunchia, as the Chinese call the Prince of 
The Prince of Dzun was in no hurry, and I L'q~tus onager~ were the only decoratiOn of Dzun's headquarters. The caravan had 
most of the time we eire! short stages, the naked and unfriendly landscape. reached its destination. Henceforth we 
marching only seven or eight hours from The size of a mule, clark brown in colour should have to make other transport 
one watering-place to the next. A relent- with pale bellies, they wheeled and gallop- arrangements. 
less head wind, sometimes accompanied by ed in the middle distance with heads up At Dzunchia, where we spent three days, 
snow, plagued us; its violence made con- and short tails flying. They range in herds a warren of mud huts had sprung up round 
versation, and even consecutive thought, of anything up to 15, and in their manoeu- a decrepit lamasery; these huts were used 
practically impossible. vres achieve that uncanny unanimity of as a trading post by Chinese merchants in 
Early on April 1 we sighted the Koko movement which you see sometimes in a the summer months. The place, situated 
Nor Lake and thereafter marched for three covey of partridges or a flock of teal. An in the middle of a naked, marshy plain, 
days along its southern shore. Various bounded on the south by the formidable 
legends surround this lake, which is 1,000ft. r---Mil: ' ;u:: ;:s.i-4'~§;' PIJr"f.,_ A;)i'~~~ mountains of the main Tibetan plateau, 
above sea level and covers an area of 1,6:30 ~0 . . i ·~ :~,.·~ ·i'(~:Z)-~~tt- looked, smelt, and felt like the end of the 
square miles; it has one small island, on z e'''<'' i' .,y::) "t"" ~~ •. , / -· ~- ,,._ world. 
h . h t d 1 d t l' • th ff~ : ie.;J . .. \ \....._-" ·>trl'OC'. .. .oq ie. "tHh'l '( ..l th ' 1 f f h w rc sans a amaseryan ow1rcn e 'X\f,--"''·'·'""'' l\IONGOLIA. ;.••'·, t .,.,. n r e we awa1 eu e arnva o res 1~;~~~, ~~~~l~ginb~~~te~r~~e~0~1~e s~~~~i1~ ~.~~2~~.~~~{::ii~~·~.c 1 ~~" ~'; :{:~~\i~!"''~ ~~~~sg~~:1:~~r~i \~~~ ~~~~afoe~~~ h~~ ~;~ 
frozen. Our huge caravan, usually led by I_ c. v"''"' · ''"" ~·"'"" ·. · . r-:-;c_.- and gigantic lama, with a booming voice 
an old Mongol woman riding a pony and :1f,_; 7 '"'"" ;Jo''- ·"·" ' -"-<. '<"9't':f~ - 1 and a Johnsonian manner, sat in our quart-
wearing a stubbier, fur edged version of ~-~;~-?:~_?;. -.:J]:{,.,sl@"c~t~~:~;:~ '-~ "'··-"' "~~w hen!c ·;;;~-~ ers, tvvirJing his prayer-,¥heel and n1arve11-
the traditional witch's hat, made a fine ~ •. ,"l ' , _ -<;~ING . ,. __ , .- "" "'""'"'Y ing at us. In the evening rare caravans 
siQ'ht as it wound between this vast and ~ "-:7 . f!DET ' -·,'\ ·• -""-~·· J Ran 5'~ crawled up out of the horizon. The only 
._. f.L.IV ';::<, '. _ UlaSi- S l~N-G. '., j( ,0lu ~ glittering sheet of ice and the low but " ~·''~''..>-----"-vJ ',.\ 1 ~ · ' -' ~ elements of variety in our lives were prov-
J.,"ggeci mourJt,"r·ns eiJclos·r·ng r't on tl1e soutl1. 1 'rJ~·~ ',-~.: ,.,:;.,.c__:_;j,<l•...,..'(i\<'C H 1If N N"'"•• ·d 1 b · I d t t cl cl 
" " ~ 2,._. ';E_~~J[:,;· >=--"" i f>.•._, '-'1..J_. _ - <_r_zo_g_ .. ;t¥1 r ec Y an occaswna us ·s ·orm an a og 
Medical Triumphs - ~ - ~""- ~. . --- -- ·- ' ~ which bit J\!laillart. 
But the camels did not keep us waiting 
As soon as camp had been made I used I sIN lUANG \ fnbs,·chow) long, and on April 16 we were riding west 
to go out with the .22 rook-rifle. This puny \ Jigf ;c. - ---~{~;;;-h,.;; ,; ·-,_,$j,ow111 N G H s 1/\ ~ again, in sunlight warm enough to bring 
~i?~;r:~ITik£ ~l:~f~:;f~:~JiiE 1 ~j~~~~~fi'~~!1~}4~· , ;r:y~~~:~::~;,;~g~~~~~g{:~Ji v,~~r-~: ::;~~e~~~~'~-(:~~~C~~~~-tinchowl 
ants, about 20 hares, and a good many -"\Li ·::;,.... ,.o";;~*;,,o•-•: ~::' ('~- (-' "'1 "~.:...;.,.;. farther than Nomo Khantara, a mere two 
mandarin clucks or ruddy shelclrakes, y Mit c o c a l N G H A 1 \,,.. 'hAN 3 u , marches farther on. This place was a kind 
which, though we enjoyed them very mucl1 ~-'--"-!P';--~M~~:,co \,, , . J _ . .1<-; ,J · 1_,9M of boundary between the Mongols of Dzun 
at the time, I haye since discovered are and those of Teijinar. 
not generally considered fit for human old Chinese shot one of them but we found At Nomo Khan tara we found one of Li's 
consumption. that the meat hardly deserved its high brothers, also an agent of the Merchant 
A great deal of Maillart's time in camp reputation. Ma Shin-teh, installed in a yurt. We pitch-
was taken up by medical work; or, to be The marches so far had been uneventful. eel our tent next door in a state of some 
quite accurate, medical guesswork. Almost Once J\!lai!lart's horse had got bogged while despondency. For six clays we spent most 
every day the caravan provided us with drinking and dropped her into an icy river; of the time playing Patience in the tent. 
patients, all of whom had a pathetic belief mine, a demoniacal creature, had taken This was varied by periodic descents on 
in our ability to cure anything from deaf- advantage of a broken girth to dance on the Mongols. Li's diplomacy, backed by a 
ness to malaria. In vain I protested that one of my legs, and twice the camp had flour ishing of passports which none of them 
we were not "look-at-illness people"; still been threatened by fire when the wind, could read, gradually produced its effect, 
they came, incomprehensibly dilating on catching a spark from a cooking fire, had and it soon became clear that we would 
their symptoms. sent a sheet of flame licking madly through get our animals eventually, though at a 
J\!laillart, closing and bandaging and dis- the dry grass between the tents. But things stiff price. 
infecting tirelessly though conjecturaliy, in general were going well, and we felt 
earned us much popularity and occasional that we had shown a clean pair of heels to 
g ifts of food; and her policy of "When in Chinese officialdom; we still, however, 
doubt, give castor oil" won several medical maintained a discreet silence about our 
triumphs. Such respect as we commanded designs on Sinkiang. 
Borodishin 
At last, on Apri l 23, the camels turned 
up, lea and cloth were dealt out to Mongol 
headmen, and we took the road again. The 
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PRODIGIES: A STUDY IN GENIUS: 
Yehudi Menuhin and Ruth Slenczynski 
By H. HOWARD TAUBMAN 
MusiCians, scientists and laymen who are 
fascinated by infant prodigies may find a 
fertile field for their studies in two out· 
standing musicians of the present day-
Yehudi Menuhin, the boy violinist, who 
now stands at the threshold of young man-
hood with his talents undimmed, and Ruth 
Slenczynski, the pianist, who celebrated 
last Wednesday her eleventh birthday-a 
medial point in the prodigy's career- with 
her brilliance and popularity on the in-
crease. 
It is not necessary to go back two cen-
turies- to the history of that colossally 
gifted genius Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 
who wrote minuets at 4, concertized at 7, 
and in his brief span of thirty-five years 
became one of the greatest composers of 
all time-in seeking an answer to these 
questions. 
Yehudi Menuhin will have a sabbatical 
during 1936 by decree of his parents. 
When he returns to the concert wars in 
1937 he will have passed into his twenties 
(his nineteenth birthday is next W ednes-
day) and left behind him a remarkable 
career as a child prodigy which started 
when he was 7. 
all three of their children have unmis-
takable gifts. Hephzibah, 15, and Yalta, 
13, are accomplished pianists the former 
ready to take her place as· a concert artist, 
though the parents have refused to permit I 
It. 
Environmentally, the story is d:fferent. 
The elder Menuhins have always been fond 
of music and they began taking Yehudi to 
concerts of the San Francisco Symphony 
Orchestra when he was only a year old-
not because they expected in this way to 
discover any hidden talent but simply be-
cause they could not afford a maid to look 
after the infant while they were gone. 
Whether the music hypnotized him into 
quiet or whether he was one of thos~ an-
gelic babies who behave perfectly, it is 
impossible to say. One thing is certain, 
however: he was quiet, and the Menuhin 
family became regular attendants at the 
Sunday concerts. 
By the time Yehudi was 4 he had re-
vealed a definite predilection for the violin. 
His attention was invariably riveted on the 
fiddle section. He recognized Louis Per-
singer, the concert master, and liked to 
touch him and his violin with his tiny 
fingers. The inference was clear. Mr. Per-
singer became his teacher. 
The hereditary factors that entered into 
the making of Yehudi Menuhin's talent are 
not clear. Neither of the parents, Maruthe 
and Moshe Menuhin, is a musician. Yet 
The development of the little boy was 
phenomenal; a t the age of 7 he made his 
concert debut in San Francisco. The next 
next stages were monotonous. Marsh fiats, year, in 1925, he played in New York at 
slimy or c.aked with salt, alternated with the Manhattan Opera House, but-as some-
tamarisk and sand dunes; constant detours 
d times happens during the crowded metro-to the south were necessary to avoi boggy politan season-the appearance was barely 
ground. noticed. The family went on to Paris, 
The chief interest of the journey (an where Yehudi began to study with George 
interest which can hardly, now, be com- Enesco, the great Rumanian musician. In 
municated to the reader) lay in the extreme March, 1927, he made his Paris debut and 
uncertainty of our future. Teijinar loom- was acclaimed. 
ed large in our plans, for from Teijinar we On Nov. 25, 1927, the 10-year-old finally 
hoped to launch our attempt to cross the made a stir in New York. Playing the 
frontier of Sinkiang. But that attempt, if Beethoven concerto as soloist with the 
successful, would bring us into a part of New York Symphony Orchestra, Fritz 
the province controlled by the Tungans- Busch conducting, Yehudi . scored a tre· 
rebel armies of Moslems from the north- mendous success. The critics used up their 
west of China; and of the Tungans we superlatives, and the public took the un-
knew nothing save their bloody reputation. assuming little lad to its heart. 
On May 7 we sighted the scattered tents "Unassuming" is the word. A casual 
of Teijinar and rode on beyond them to meeting with Yehundi reveals nothing of 
two yurts, where we were told, to our great h is musical gift. He practices three hours 
delight, that we should find a Cossack daily, and bears that burden, which he 
called Borodishin, a friend of our original would cheerfully increase, lightly. He 
Russian guides. We put our tired horses reads a great deal, including philosophy, 
into a canter. Before the door of one yurt economics and history, but he is loath to 
stood a bearded figure with an incredulous discuss his opinions. He is always ready, 
look on his face. It was Borodishin. We however, to chat about motoring, which he 
were the first white people he had seen for loves. He may even show you the honorary 
two years. Switching with relief to bad police captain's badge presented to him by 
Russian from very much worse Chinese, the city of San Francisco, which he always 
we went inside the yurt and asked for news wears under his lapel and which, he figures, 
of Sinkiang. Borodishin had none. Since may save him from getting a ticket one of 
the civil war started in 1933 no merchants these days. 
ha~ come throu~h. We were as far from The truth is that, like any normal boy, 
~emg able to estimate our _chances of reach- he is fond of stepping on the accelerator, 
mg India as we had been m Pekmg, nearly and knowing that the habit upsets his 
three months ago. But by now we were father he sometimes teases him with a 
in n? mood to turri back; we decided, af_ter I brief spurt. Nothing pleases Yehudi more 
a bnef consulat10n, that there was nothmg than a chance to drive. He obtained his 
for it but to go on taking our fences blind. h.· cense in California at 14 and has motored 
-The Times Weekly Edition, London through more countr ies than the average 
person knows about. 
There has been little change in the boy's 
simplicity as he has grown older. His 
platform costume has changed from Faunt-
leroy outfit to long pants, to Tuxedo; and 
in 1937 he will probably make the final 
transition into white t ie and tails. But 
whatever his costume, his manner has 
always been that of the earnest musician 
before the public. 
Wherever the Menuhins may have roam-
ed since Yehudi became a public personali-
ty, the boy has always been surrounded by 
the healthy communal life that only a 
thoroughly integrated family unit can sup-
ply. Mrs. Menuhin has the gift of knitting 
tightly the family circle. Meals are always 
taken en famille, even on board ship. 
The Menuhin children have never been 
to a school. Their parents provided their 
early instruction, and later they had pri-
vate tutors. Their lingual repertoire in-
cludes French, Italian and German, as well 
as E nglish, with a start being made on 
Russian. Extended visits to many coun-
tries have made the acquisition of lan-
guages an easy process. 
All schemes for exploitation of these 
children have been steadfastly resisted by 
the Menuhin parents. Yehudi gives only 
a limited number of concerts a year. Heph-
zibah was permitted to appear in several 
sonata recitals with Yehudi for charity 
only, because the girl had repeatedly asked 
to be permitted to play. If, when she at-
tains maturity, she chooses to become a 
concert artist, she will be free to follow 
her inclinations. 
The Menuhins have pronounced views 
about their responsibility to Yehudi and to 
society. They consent to records and 
.radio, feeling that Yehudi's gifts should be 
available to all. Artistic considerations 
take precedence over all questions of 
money, as completely as the human and 
personal equation towers over the problems 
of art and music. 
The secret of Yehudi Menuhin's enorm• 
ous gifts ? Who can tell with certainty ? 
Perhaps it is some distant inheritance, or 
h is environment, or both. His growth has 
been unfaltering ; his future seems assur· 
ed. Will he be the Joachim, the Ysaye or 
the Kreisler of the next generation? 
Ruth Slenczynski, despite her astonish-
ing piano talent, has remained essentially 
a little girl with a keen ear, an alert mind, 
an insatiable capacity for books and a pre-
dilection for r iddles. Like most little girls, 
she despises. being called, or treated as, a 
little girl. And there is no fury like unto. 
Ruth referred to as "the child." 
There are two persons who have been 
permitted to break the rule. One friend 
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was allowed to address her as "baoy," be-
cause, as Ruth explained, "he calls his 
wife baby all the time." The other was 
her manager, who called her "a grand 
baby playing a baby grand.'' She laughed 
heartily, repeating the words with ap-
proval. Her standard of puns is not ex-
acting. 
Ruth has just returned to this country 
for her third American tour. At home in 
Paris, with her parents and two younger 
sisters, she has a comprehensive program 
-school work with tutors and practicing 
her music three hours a day. For her the 
concerts are "loads of fun." Her tour is 
her vacation. She even puts on . weight 
while trouping. She loves the excitement 
of an audience and responds to applause 
with generous encores. 
Born in California, cradle of prodigies 
and athletes, Ruth began to study theory 
and harmony at the age of 3, and the piano 
at 3}. Her father, a war veteran whose 
aspirations to be a violinist were shattered 
by shellshock, saw in her the realization of 
his own dreams. He was reluctant to let 
a little girl of 3~ deploy over a huge piano, 
but she would not eat unless bribed with a 
chance at the keyboard, says Slenczynski 
pere. He has been, with the exception of 
advice from Alfred Cortot, the French 
pianist, her sole teacher. 
On May 10, 1929, Ruth-then 4-gave 
her first concert in Oakland, Calif. Shortly 
thereafter she played in San Francisco. An 
affluent California family financed a trip 
for the Slenczynskis to Germany, and · in 
October, 1931, Ruth gave her first concert 
in Berlin. She bowled over the German 
critics-although some of them were left 
with misgivings. 
The day after the concert Mr. Slenczyn-
ski received a letter from an eminent critic, 
asking that the writer and some of his col-
leagues be permitted to visit the Slenczyn-
ski home and hear the girl play, "to clarify 
their reactions." When they arrived it 
developed that they were looking for a 
trick. They made elaborate investigations, 
even rolling up the carpet looking for 
" hidden wires." 
"Can you forgive us? " said the leader 
at last. "There are many new inventions 
in Berlin, and we know it is possible to 
make a piano play by connecting a wire to 
another room." 
Infant prodigies have always been the 
source of numerous stories, some of them 
pretty tall. But the tales of Ruth's musi-
cal prowess have been thoroughly authen-
ticated. 
She was to give a concert one evening 
in Milwaukee and arrived in the city in the 
morning. She had no good book-for her 
good books are Lamb's "Tales From Shake-
speare" and Spyri's "Heidi" - and was 
bored. She got out her music and decided 
to learn a Chopin Etude to add to her pro-
grams. She mastered the study in fbur 
hours. Any pianist, amateur or profes-
sional, can bear witness that this is an 
achievement. 
Asked how she did it, Ruth explained: 
"It was easy. First I read the music the 
way I read a book, very quick. Then I 
played it right through. I saw what parts 
were hard, and I worked on them till they 
were easy. I played the whole thing a few 
times and I knew it by heart. That's all." 
Conductors have to be watchful with her. 
Rehearsing in Italy with an Italian con-
ductor, she stopped at one point and, in the 
presence of the entire orchestra, assured 
the director that his tempo was wrong and 
proceeded to argue by reference to the 
score. 
Ruth, in fact, has decided opinions about 
other musicians. She will tell you unhesi-
tatingly, if you have her confidence, which 
pianists are good and whi~h are bad, which 
conductors know their business and which 
do not. 
Josef Hofmann, who began his career at 
the age of 10 a.nd was stopped by societies 
for the prevention of cruelty to children, 
has observed that a youthful talent can 
grow and expand more fully if it is exercis-
ed in the concert hall. Having been a child 
prodigy and having survived to become one 
of the world's great pianists, Mr. Hofmann 
gives authority to his words. The Yehudi 
Menuhins and Ruth Slenczynskis seem not 
to be harmed when they are permitted to 
play publicly at moderate intervals. 
It was John Hays Hammond, octogena-
rian retired mining engineer, who made 
the most eloquent comment ~m Ruth's gifts 
-a comment which might apply with equal 
force to the genius of a Menuhjn or any 
other truly talented prodigy. Mr. Ham-
mond listened intently as the little girl 
played at a private party. When she had 
finished a brilliant reading of a Li5zt piece 
he sighed: "And they say that we are all 
born equal! " 
The New Yark Times Magazine 
This Is Station GOP 
The drama, radio style, has been used to 
sell soap, tooth paste, cigarettes, breakfast 
food, automobiles, laxatives, cosmetics. 
Last week the Republican party invoked 
the radio drama to sell its policies to the 
voters. 
Over WGN, the station of The Chicago 
Tribune, the Republican National Com-
mittee broadcast a half-hour program of 
skits, strung together with music and nar-
rator's comment, in which the New Deal 
was satirized with the announced purpose 
of bringing home "the ill effect of the gov-
ernment's policies on your li'e and mine." 
A typical skit: 
John Albert Smith and Mary Phoebe 
Jones apply for a marriage license. The 
usual questions are asked. Then the nar-
rator brings up the question: Suppose the 
license clerk asked John and Mary for 
answers to "pertinent and vital questions 
that will affect their daily material welfare. 
and their life-long happiness." The scene 
proceeds: 
CLERK: And now, Mr. Smith and 
Miss Jones, before I grant this license to 
marry I must know: Are you in a posi-
tion to carry the burden of the head of 
an American family? 
JOHN: Burden? 
MARY: Burden? Why, why, oh! 
Mother's not going to live with us. 
She--
CLERK: I don't mean the mother-
in-law burden. Have you any money, 
John? 
JOHN: Sure. I got a hundred dollars. 
MARY: John's been saving. And I've 
got twenty dollars. And mother's going 
to give us a rug and a table and two 
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chairs. 
CLERK: Are all your bills paid? 
MARY: We don't believe in going in 
debt, do we John? 
JOHN: No siree. Pay as you go! 
That's me. 
CLERK: How much will you have to 
go on? 
JO:HN: I'm making twenty-two fifty 
a week. 
MARY: But he's going to get twenty· 
five dollars the first of the month. 
CLERK: And that's your complete 
financial picture? 
JOHN: Huh? Yes, sure. 
CLERK: Very well. Now what do 
you intend to do about the national debt? 
JOHN: National debt? Me? 
CLERK: Certainly-you. 
MARY: Humph! I guess the gov· 
ernment can worry about that itself. 
CLERK: But who is the government? 
JOHN: I don't know. 
CLERK: You are the government. 
JOHN: Me? 
CLERK: You and Mary and every 
other American. You are all respon-
sible for what the government owes. 
That national debt is a prior lien on 
everything you earn and everything you 
will earn. 
MARY: But-we--
CLERK : You are going to get mar· 
ried. 
JOHN: Yes-but-
CLERK: You are going to establish 
a family, and as the head of an American 
family you will shoulder a debt of more 
than $1,017.26-and it's growing every 
day. 
JOHN: Gosh! 
MARY: Do we have to pay it? 
CLERK: It is a debt. It must be paid. 
JOHN: Before we get married? 
CLERK: No, but you have to carry 
that burden and pay interest on it in ad-
dition to the money you have to pay out 
to support all the other government ex-
penses. 
MARY: How much is all that? 
CLERK: The average per family is 
$240 per year, about $4.60 a week. And 
that doesn't include the money you pay 
out to run your city, county and State 
governments. 
MARY: Why, that leaves only $20.40 
a week for us even after John gets his 
raise. 
JOHN: Gosh! 
This startling news so frightens John 
and Mary that they think perhaps they'd 
better not be married after all. 
Other skits in the broadcast involved 
John and Elsey Stebbins (country store-
keepers who satirized "spend yer way to 
prosperity") and Mr. and Mrs. Average 
Citizen and Andy the Butcher (who satiriz-
ed the AAA). Technically the skits were 
professional, being the work of Henry Fisk 
Carlton, product of Professor George Pierce 
Baker's ·" 47 Workshop" and a veteran 
hand at radio writing. 
WGN was used after both the National 
Broadcasting Company and the Columbia 
Broadcasting System had barred the satire 
on the ground that, as CBS put it, "drama-
tization would throw the radio [political] 
campaign almost wholly over to the emo-
tional side." -The New York TimBs 
が、読んで頂かうと思って、一部分丈載ぜて
置いれ。
特に奮脱出版しれ Hedges氏の“InFar 
Japan" r日本随筆JI~ 海外の一流新聞雑誌
が筆た揃へて LafcadioHearnの麗筆に優
ろとも劣る腕なき美文なリと獄賞L、叉 H.
G. W. Woodhead氏の“Adventuresin Far 
Eastern Journalism" r極東の勧告JI~著者
が在支三十有官長年間に得れる経験談見た以
て著し1:ろ最L権威ある極東研究警なりと
推奨して居る。東大卒士会月報二月鋭lこも本
書I~支那研究唯一の良書なりと紹介して居
る所である。叉小畑議良氏英謬「李白詩集JI~
支那南京図民政府考試院から「本書[工日支親
善のす:め偉大なる効果た荷らすものであっ
て~Iこ不朽の名著なり J との自授賞式F出版部i こ
寄ぜられ1:次第である。 G.Caiger氏編纂
“Radio Talks on the British Isles"は各章
に著名の筆者た得大英帝図各地の風物がテ f
ヒカルイ νグ 1)Vにて明快i二語られ1:地理
粂修の数科書及一般誤物と して好適。
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と止んた時に I~ 米関の風土病の一つである
hay fever患者の病気の具合が主主ふさう1:.、
主主:の他の事 L色セ書いてある。
「中E互の秘境た行くJI~ キヤラパふノの鈴の
普と共l二盆セ奥地へと入って行〈。
英図に「物た嘆く'合Jなるものが出来1:さ
う1:.。銭遣のステ-vオ〆の臭まで分解して
居るらしい。
x x x 
f幸て宅グアル 1・が、四歳lこしてミヌエクト
尚た書いれのなど I~ 有名な天オ物語である
が、最近の祭;憶に於げる こ大ヲミオI~何と云っ
ても エブーヂイ・メヌーヒン兄妹とルス・ス
V ふ/チミ/スキイであらう。メヌ ーヒ ン I~七歳
にして桑港で演奏合lこ初演し十七歳lこして
世界的ゲアイオ事ニストの列に入った0;レス
嬢I~ 同〈四歳でョ νサート l こ初演。所載の詑
事l工夫オ見の研究とあって L大した併究で
はないが、偉大なるヲミオにあ『コかる事I~出来
ょう。
最後の記事IHJl育評イム ス紙が載ぜ1:市
俄古のー放迭の記事でラヂオ・ドラ Tでユ
守・デイ-)レルやじっ1:話、而白いと思ふコ
x x X 
出版郊の本l二割して内外諸雑誌が続々と
批評た主主って来ろ。全部裁ぜる事I~ 出来ない
MARCH 
ベミデ
讃者諸・子の大部分わさ試験の後1:'泰の休暇
l こ入 られるたらう事か想像して、今月号皮 I~種
類に於てL量に於てl， !J主深山な休暇銃とし
1:。
編輯室から乏竺γ
x x x 
「空爆霊苦戦艦JI~飛行機が始まって以来の
問題であるが、所謂る簡単1:'言へIて、何ちら
が勝つかの議論I~ 今後ま 7ごまた績〈事であ
らう。之た3壁際l二図家間の例i二取れIt"¥英図
劉伊太宰IJの図防大策の~t立に見る所である。
昨秋zチオピア戦争の開始後英伊関の関係
が地中海上iこ緊張し来りて、世界最大の軍艦
791"務が、三'>7・ラル担 Pレ軍港から来たさし
て進むや何虎el， 1.ょく現 I~れ来つ1: 伊閣の
爆撃機数蚕一、英艦上た飛んで飛鳥の如く往
復しれものである。
窮迫の r1 91~ rグエアグイルトジャブ
トJ1.よる経済政策た採用するに至つれ。
x x x 
「主主と イオ〆」なる一文1~1 オ νの吾人の
健康に望号する関係に就て最近の面白い研究
た要約しれ Lのである。雷が鳴って居る問
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英図王室地理事曾員
ジー 、ケー ジャ室著
日本ー縞麗で
安〈て而か司人
有盆 tJ.本1
* 
印刷・装釘1:
lこ近代プッゲ・メー
守νグの粋た蒐めれる
稀ヰ干の美本!
定債1:驚異的至燦
凶六倍列・会アー干紙人形潟良 77葉・色
刷口総 4葉各頁寝食説明入 141頁絢紫明〆
メ表紙大和緩函入
定債 3園50銭 港学.22銭
HOKUSEIDOF吋芯J324
北星堂
NJSHIKICHO 3・CHOME
KANDA，TOKYO 
東京市紳回匝
錦町三丁目
振替東京一六O二問
電話(紳岡)一回=九
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最新刊及近刊の高等教科書
後昭和十年四月以降設行のもの発
An Advaneed English Grammar 
Witl~ Exercises 
高等英文典数科書
新津米遣先生新著 日空手芸 1.50 
本書1:1:数多の代表的英文法寄ら参考とし著者多午の貸地授業
の経験l二基告高等事校井l二幕門皐校用の食用英文典数科書 とし
て全部卒易なる英文た用ゐ、多数の練習問題ら怨げて編纂しれも
のである。
N ew Digher English Composition 
新高等英作文教科書(全二冊)
言語星雲教授須藤栄吉先生新著喜六空各.70
本 書1:1:あ らゆる方市の 問題た取入れて英皐生たして書塁線級リ
なき現代の要求l二l監ぜしむる弔う訓練た奥へんとしたものであ
る。 一間毎に詳し告註軍事た奥へ、 まれ王装備文例 L添へてある。
Arnold: Culture and Anar・:!hy
An Essay ;n Political and Social Critieism 
Seleeled， with NoteJ・ Cloth. 108 tageJ. .70 
Sweetness and Light. 
Hebraism and Helenism. 
Doing as One Likes. 
Porro U nllm Est N ecessarillm. 
Seven Seleet Stories from Edgar 
Allan Poe Cloth. 129 tageJ. ・60
A Descent into the Mealstrom. The Masque of the Red Death. 
The Black Cat. The Tell-Tale Heart. 
The Fall of the House of U sher. A Tale of the Ragged Mountains. 
The Pit and the Pendulum. 
Shakespeare in Short Stories 
Comtiled by O. UMETANI. Cloth. 174 tageJ. 1.00 
Hamlet. FranciJ Bret Young The Merchant of Venice. 
The Taming of the Shrew. Vucount Sno叫)den
Clemense Dane Julius Casar. WinJtonChurchill 
King Lear. Hugh Waltole Coriolanls. 101m Buchan 
ON WOMAN: Essoys & Poems 
Edited by S. INABA. 
C/oth. 135 tageJ. .80 
Woman and Marriage. P. G. Hamerton 
True Love (Poem). W. ShakeJteare 
The Provincial Woman. Arno/d Bennet 
Sweet Two and Twenty (Poem). Lord Byron 
乱I{ariage. Arno/d Bennett 
The duty of it. The adventure of it. The two ways of it. 
To the Moon (Poem). P. G. Shelley 
Blow， Blow， Thou '¥Vinter Wind (Poem). W. ShakcJtcare 
Women in Politics. W. R. Inge 
A Cradle Song (Poem). W. Brake 
My Heart Leaps Up (Poem). W. WordJ叩 orth
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: 
Tl，e Autobiograpl，y ond 
Poor Richor""'s Almonoc 
Ilbridged，叩 ithNotcJ by Y. KOSE. Cloth. 142 tagn. .80 
I ~ølte，. "-:otf!_r!_ The Renaissa!l~~ 
Comtiled，叩 ithNoteJ by Y. TANABE. Clot!t. 210.tageJ. :1.20 
Introdue1:ion -Preface -Two Early French Stories-Pico Della 
Mirandola-Sandro Botticeli-Luca Della Bobbia-The Poetry of 
Michelangelo-Leonardo Da Vinci-The School of Giorgione-
Joachim Dll Bellay-Winckelmann-Conclllsion. 
正面白・alismin Ellgland 
With NoteJ. C/oth. 101 tagu. .70 
Laissez司Faire. L. T. Hob!touJe 
John Stuart Milし WilliamL. Da'Vidson 
The Heart of Liberalism. L. T. Hobhoω g 
The Idealist School-T. H. Green. Ernest Barker 
Their Best Short Essays 
Comtiled，叩 ithNotn b~v O. UMETANI. 
Clot.泊 156tageJ. 
The Essay. G. K. Chesterton 
Comparison. RoJC !daωulay 
The Green Hand. SU' W. Beac!t Thomai 
April13: A Reverie on Sllmmertime. E. V. Knox 
On Reading TOQ Fast. Arthur RanJomc 
The Human Dormouse. LouIJ Herl初出Z
The Schoolboy Strokes of Genius. AnonymouJ 
The Merits of Bird Song. Prof C. 1. Pater. 
Something for Nothing. Martin ArmJtrong 
Good Sounds and Bad. C. B. Mo"tlock 
Modern Landscapes. Clough Willia明ーElliJ
This Christmas Business. ROJC Macaulay 
Death and Deportment. F. Ten坦YJon-Jeue
Two Contrasts in Lives. H，四 ryW. N，叩 inJon
Treasury Bilし C.Patrick Thomtion 
Looking Back on Life. Thc V，目JIRe'1.人形T.R. Inge 
Weather to Order. Naolli Royde-Smit!t 
English Country: What is Happening to It? Huglt lValtole 
The Old Trams. 1. B. Morto1Z 
Nothing to Do. K. R. G. Bro叫me
I Want! I Want! A. E. Ne叩 ton
Hunchbacked Flees. AnonymottJ 
Yet Again the Essay. I'!Jor Brown 
EO宜DEN: (A SELECηON) 
by A. W. Kinglake 
My First Bivouac. 
The Black Tents. 
Terra Santa. 
Cairo and the Plague. 
The Sphynx. 
Cloth. 145 tagn. .80 
The Dead Sea. 
Passagc of the Jordan. 
The Desert. 
The Pyramids. 
Cairo to Suez. 
BAεON~S ESSAYS (ASELEC刀ON)
Se1efled，叩 itltNotes by Y. NUTSU. 
To (，e tublished in March 19]6. 
Of Death. Of Revenge. Of Travel. Of Delays. 
Of Parents and Children. Of Wisdom for a Man's Self. 
Marriage and Single Life. 
Of Envy. Of Love. 
Of Great Place. 
Of Boldness. 
Of Goodnes， and Goodness 
of Nature. 
Of N obility. Of Superstition. 
Of Regiment 01 Health. 
Of Suspicion. 
Of Riches. Of Ambition. 
Of Youth and Age. 
Of Negotiation. 
Of Stlldies. Of Praise. 
Of Anger. 
Dardy~s Five Tales 
To be tublished in March 19]o， 
On the Western Circuit. A Changed Man. 
The Duchess of Hamptonshire. The Withered A.rm. 
The Marchioness of Stonehenge. 
The HOKUSEIDO Press 
Nishiki-cho， Kanda， Tokyo 
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Fresh and Amusing 
室関言室FZ合長クージャ先生新著弘司学芸定慣1.50:8銭E-ーー一一一THEιOGOF A JOURNEY 
マー教る流文著νせ一語世を治ーとてを者をらから昨
i敢般科、麗卒でふし翠皐界惇や方地地語が一日り本年
!て詰書が、易ゐ近めにののへ風を理方る其遁本て年のl薦物と如興 tこる来やし習現、俗敬守的に放しへ日一六
むとしし味し。のうて得勢以習へ盛歴嘗行 t~ 世本月月
。して、溢て行快と得をとて慣政り史つ記著界かにか
()ö}'~ & ." eöl.~ 
in Jopon 
by Fra;ηk H. Lee 
Price 2. 00 f~st怒
A_(;γesn争ictureQ/ f aj争anJiγoma
no官elαれ:gle.
????????????
躍準の日本!全世界に一大使命を負へる新興
日本が海外に誇示すべき模範的教科書!!! 
断然! 類書中群を抜きたる理想的教科書!!!
女
子
用
ダ
フ
~ 
? ? ? ? ? ????????
????
横潰高商教関
光井武八郎先生著
The Meridian Readers 
。??????
??????????? ?
Read the book betof~e you 
ta/k ot Japan ot Today 
SU~~ISl 
Sγ~TtilSIS : 
Aspefls ofthe Changing Japan 
みY.Morri 
移り行〈日本の姿
Price ￥1.50 
This book tries to shaw the inevitability 
of the changes and the compromise he-
tween the Old and the New in al nhases 
of national life in the lsland Empire. The 
before attempted by any writer and on~ 
The HuKUSEIDO Pre:.;s 
Nishikicho， Kanda， Tokyo 
?????????? ?????、 ??? 。
English Grammar 
〈改訂眠)
昭和 7.11. 19 
文部省検定済
定債六十鋪
三、四単年用
金一週骨
????????????
骨
4.金八十五銭
5.金七十八舗
杢玉
金七十二銭
金八十銭
金八十五銭
定f!. 
債i;:
Yamamoto Yuzo's 
Three Plays 
Rendered into English by 
Glenn W. Show 
瓦OBDDEWA.
CHINJ正OKICHI
THE CBOW1V OF LIFE 
日本近代戯曲家の最高峰山本有=氏の
傑作「坂崎出若者ノ守」外二作品ら線諜界
の鬼オとして井ぴなきグV.;Y・ジヨー
氏l二4りて英言撃されれもの
ジ司ー氏の縦謬1:1:中高級巧妙投手申に入る
ものであって、一皮氏の餓誇ら原交と
flI1J照するもの1:1:如何にして斯く忠賞|こ
原交の心持ちlJ:かりでなく形まで L移
L得れるから驚異色ぜね者はなから
う。日本文化紹介書として叉和え英誇
の範例として無比の良書。 ￥2.50 
THE POLE STAR MONTHLY 
The Cvmplete Lofcadiu tieo1·n 
Lectu•·es oN FouR voLs) 
Handsomely bound in durable green backram 9kl/ x 6}" (each vol.) 
The Volumes, edited by Professor R. Tanabe, Professor T. Ochiai, 
and Professor I. Nishizaki, contain all the lectures delivered by Hearn at 
th~ Tokvo Imperia l University during the period extending from 1896 to 
[c),]l, including many hitherto-unpubbhe I. and form the most important 
c,,ntnbution to literary criticism by Lafcadi.• Hearn. 
..:\. History of Englislt Literature 
(Revised l~dition) 
XL Viii+ 974 pp. Price 6.50 Postage 22 sen , in Japan 
On Art., l ... iterature and PhUosop~ay 
XV >-533 pp. 9jx6j" Price 5.00 Postage 22 sen, zn Japan 
On Poets x+ 841 pp Prue 6.50 Postage 22 sen, in Japan 
On Poetry x +- 750 pp. Price 6.!i0 Postage 22 sen, in Japan 
VOL. X, NO.2 
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Talks in Tokyo 
A Guide to Enxlish Conversation 
fir Japanese Students 
l1y G. CAEGEII ¥1.00 
Vivid and Vivacious-· --
RADIO T.ALKS 
ON THE BRITISIIISl.ES 
Edited with Introduction and Notes by 
G. CAIGER. B. A. (Oxon.) 
Cloth, About 230 pages ¥ 1 .. 20 postage 10 un 
By Permission of The Travel and Industrial Develop· 
ment Association of Great Britain and Ireland. 
These talks have been prepared expressly for people 
who have not been to Great Britain. They give abun-
dant information on the life, customs and ways in the 
British Isles and the appearance of the country . Scotland, 
Ireland and Wales are included as well as England. 
As each talk was designed to last approximately a 
quarter of an hour, they are short and each is complete 
in itself. 
Vivid and pictorial, the language is typical of the best 
spoken English . They have all been delivered in the 
U.S.A. and have already proved their popularity. E dite d 
with notes. 
'The DOKUSEIDO Press 
Nishikicho, Sanchome, Kanda, Toky~ 
Sketches & 'l'ales fro11.n tile F.1•eueh 
$~Wi3t~:51'F!t 
Tramlated by Lafcadio Hearn 
With Priface by ALBERT MORDELL 
Cloth. I 9 ' pages. T s JUl. 
The present volume contains probably the cream of Hearn's 
miscellaneous translations from the French, and both original and 
t ranslation are of a highly literary character. No doubt the reader 
will welcome the fascinating short stories Hearn chose from the 
French authors he loved . 
THEOPHILE GAUTIER: 
Two Actors fo r One Role 
GUSTAVE FLAUBERT: 
The Crucified Lions . 
The Phalanx in Batile. 
The Sacrifice; Moloch the 
Devourer. 
COMTE DE VILL!ERS DEL 'ISLE-ADAM : 
The Secret of the Scaffold . 
The Story of Tse-1-La . 
The Doctor's Heroism. 
FRANCO IS COPPEE: 
The Blessed Bread. 
The Invitation to Sleep. 
The Medal. 
ALPH ONSE DAIJDET : 
The Cure of Cucugnan . 
The Man with the Golden 
Brain. 
The Death of the Dauphin 
1 he Two Waysi,!e Inns . 
Autheman 's Suicide. 
Monsieur Seguin's Goat. 
JULES LEMAITRE: 
T he Eldest Daughter. 
OCTAVE MJRBEAU: 
Recollections of the Franco-
Prussian War. 
Stories frtun 
E~IILE ZOLA 
:X. :t -Jir !/7tH~~ 
Translattd ~J' 
Lafetulit'i Plearn 
WitJ1 PrEfac icJ 
ALBERT MORDELL 
Cloth . 96 pp. 1.50 T 8 sen. 
Hearn had sympathy and admiration for Zola, and made quite a 
number of translations from journalistic work and fiction by the 
French writer . He also wrote book reviews of Zola 's novels often 
and even did a biographical sketch of the man. The present vol-
ume contains the biographical sketch and the famous fascinating 
story "Fight at the Mill" , probably the most important translation 
from Zola, and two other stories. 
EMILE ZOLA; A NOTE. THE FIGHT AT THE MILL. 
A PEASANT's DEATH. A RICH l'ViAN 's DEATH. 
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